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WELCOME
You’ve decided to host a STEM Robotics 
Service Area Event! 

▶ ▶ ▶ 
Planning a large event is not always easy, and some people 
simply don’t have the time to plan events on their own. That’s 
why we’ve put together this handy guide that lays it all out for 
you. This event is designed for Daisies, Brownies, and Juniors, 
and girls will earn all three of their robotics badges. The event 
takes approximately 3 hours. 

For event planning help, check out our Service Area Event 
Guide - Planning

DAISY:
• What Robots Do
• How Robots Move
• Design a Robot

BROWNIE:
• Programming Robots
• Designing Robots
• Showcasing Robots

JUNIOR:
• Programming Robots
• Designing Robots
• Showcasing Robots

Yay!
WHY STEM?
STEM not only introduces girls to an incredible 
variety of potential career paths with hands on fun 
but also allows girls to think about problems and 
solutions in new ways, a skill relevant not only to 
girls who will eventually be leaders in STEM fields, 
but to girls who will be leaders in all fields. 

COUNCIL SUPPORT
This STEM Robotics Service Area Event Guide 
comes with more than just a few activity ideas. 
To make your event as successful as possible, 
GSNWGL will support you. To receive support, you 
must:

• Register your event on our Service Area Event 
Portal

• After your event, share your success on our 
Service Area Event Portal. We’ll want to know 
things like how many girls attended by level, 
any specific success stories and/ or pictures

• Have girl attendees complete a STEM 
evaluation, and return those evaluations to us 
via email to program@gsnwgl.org or in hard 
copies dropped off or mailed to any of our 
Service Centers 

IN RETURN, GSNWGL WILL PROVIDE:
• Event Support Package! A package with all 

activity handouts and printed materials

• Buy 2 Get 1 Free on Badges!  See the order 
form at the end of this packet for more details

• Event Promotion! Promotional materials that 
include social media graphics and event flyers

• Planning support! Once you register you event, 
a staff person will reach out to assist you

• Service Area allocations! This event counts as 
a STEM event for Service Area allocations 

If you don’t find everything you need in this 
guide – we can help! Contact us with questions, 
comments, or suggestions via an email to 
program@gsnwgl.org.
 



PLANNINGPLANNING
YOUR EVENT

▶ ▶ ▶ 
There are two different ways to set up your STEM Robotics 
Service Area Event, depending on the number of girls 
attending and your own preference. First, the activities can 
be run one by one with the entire group. This format works 
best for groups of 30 or less, or with ample volunteers to 
help individual girls and troops. Second, the activities can be 
run in stations, dividing your entire group in to 5 small groups 
for rotations. This works best for larger groups and requires 
many volunteers that feel comfortable leading activities. 

This event activity guide makes use of simple household 
materials and can be led by volunteers without prior STEM 
knowledge. You can take your event to the next level by 
adding one or two easy enhancements:

• Robotics Team guest speakers, to share their 
experiences and show girls how to get more involved 
with robotics. 

• https://www.firstinspires.org/
• https://www.robotevents.com/

• Industry Professional guest speakers, such as parents, 
volunteers, or friends that work in manufacturing or 
engineering, to share their experiences of working with 
robots and what a robotics education and career path 
might look like. 

• Working with real robots! There are many educational 
robots and robotics kits that can give hands-on 
experiences in programming or building. Local 
organizations, including libraries, universities, and 
technical colleges, may already have some of these tools 
on hand. Check out: Arduino, mBot, or Snap Circuits. 

SUPPLIES
• Robotics Badges Glossary 

• How Do Robots Move?

• 11 Robot Sensors 

• 5 Dull, Dangerous, Dirty Jobs Robots Can Do 

• 5 Robots Based on Real Animals 

• Product Cards, 1 set

• Happy Maps Arrow Cards, 100 cards

• Obstacles: cones, poly dots, hula hoops, any 
other items you have handy

• Simple Machine Parts: pick either household, 
hardware, or sets, or a combination 

• Household: Cardboard and brass fasteners, 
paperclip and string pulleys, paper tube 
wheels

• Hardware: Wheels, nuts and bolts, screws, 
pulleys

• Kits: Goldiblox, LEGO, K’nex, or similar sets
• Anything else you have that could be used to 

create a simple machine

• Paper bag, 1 per girl

• Snacks: marshmallows, chocolate chips, pretzel 
sticks, cereal, anything else you have handy

• Robot Building Materials: pick either household, 
hardware, or sets, or a combination

• Household: Boxes, cardboard, string, paper 
tubes, string

• Hardware: scrap wood, wheels, nuts and 
bolts, screws or nails, pulleys, tools

• Kits: any simple robot building kit
• Anything else you have that could be used to 

create a robot

• General Supplies

• Scissors
• Glue
• Tape
• Hole punch 
• Paper 
• Pens, Pencils, and Coloring Supplies 

 



ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
▶ ▶ ▶

FULL GROUP: ASSEMBLY LINE ICEBREAKER
20 minutes

Supplies:
• Product Cards

Split girls in to teams of 3-4. Give each group a product card.

Each team is an assembly line of robots that create one product. Every member of the group is a robot 
with one job to help create that product. Every robot can and should make a noise and movement but 
cannot speak real words. Other teams will try to guess what the product is. The first team to guess 
correctly is the winner!

FULL GROUP: INTRODUCING… ROBOTS!
10 minutes 

A robot is a machine that is programmed to move and act. Robots do things we, as humans, can’t or don’t like to do. 
Robots can be super small to go into small spaces or be built to go places that are too hot or cold for us. They can even 
go to far away planets and send information back to scientists! Sometimes, robots look like humans or other animals, but 
they don’t always. It all depends on how the engineer designs the robot. 

Ask the Girls:
• What kind of robots have you seen before?
• Where do you see robots?
• What kind of jobs could robots have? 
• Does anyone know what an engineer is?

Engineers are people who build things to solve problems. Engineers are creative -- they use their imaginations to build 
bridges, buildings, planes, and roads. And they’re practical -- they invent real things that can be used in the real world, like 
computers, TVs, and phones. Engineers build robots to solve problems. It usually takes lots of engineers working in teams 
to plan and create a robot. 

Robot Parts
Robots can have lots of different pieces and parts, but there are 3 parts that EVERY robot needs. 

1. Brain: A robot’s brain is called the Controller. It’s the part of the robot that takes directions from a program. 

2. Body: A robot’s body is made of mechanical parts like wheels, gears, motors, and grippers. These parts let the robot 
move or pick up objects.

3. Sensors: Sensors are devices that help robots to take in information from the world around them. Just like we use our 
eyes, ears or hands to sense things around us, sensors help robots to sense things like light, sound, heat and water. 



ACTIVITIES
▶ ▶ ▶

ROTATION A: ROBOT DANCE
20 minutes

Supplies:
• Robotics Badges Glossary
• Paper

• Pens, Pencils, and Coloring Supplies

Share the definitions for algorithm and program using the Robotics Badges Glossary.

We are going to each make up our own algorithm (step-by-step instructions) for a new dance. You can talk or write about 
your algorithm using words. Then, we are going to create a code (symbols that a robot can understand) for each of your 
dance moves. Finally, we are going to program your robot algorithm (write the step-by-step instructions in your new 
symbol code). Once all of the programs are written, take turns leading the group for your Robot Dance!

Example:

Algorithm: 
Spin, clap, spin, clap, jump, jump

Code:
Spin = 🙂
Clap = ♥
Jump = ▲

Program:

 ♥  ♥ ▲ ▲

ROTATION B: ROBOT OBSTACLE COURSE
20 minutes

Supplies:
• Robotics Badges Glossary
• Happy Maps Arrow Cards
• Obstacles: cones, poly dots, hula hoops, or anything else you have handy 

Split girls in to teams of 3-4. Have them create their own obstacle course.  

Share the definitions for algorithm, program, and debugging using the Robotics Badges Glossary.

For this activity, girls must create an algorithm so that a robot can navigate their obstacle course without getting stuck or 
bumping in to things. Make sure to be very specific, we don’t want our robots to get hurt! Girls will use the Happy Maps 
Arrow cards to create their algorithm. Once finished, they will send one of their teammates through the course following 
the algorithm step by step. Other teammates can call out each step but cannot change the directions. If the robot gets 
stuck, it is time to debug! The team can regroup and change their algorithm as needed until they are able to successfully 
navigate the course! Encourage the robots to follow the algorithm exactly and be silly! Getting stuck is half the fun. 

Ask the Girls:

• Did you get your algorithm and program right the first time?
• If not, how did your debugging process go? 

ACTIVITIES



ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
▶ ▶ ▶

ROTATION C: MAKE IT MOVE! 
20 minutes 

Supplies:
• How Do Robots Move?
• Simple Machine Parts, pick either household, 

hardware, or sets, or a combination 
• Household: Cardboard and brass fasteners, 

paperclip and string pulleys, paper tube wheels
• Hardware: Wheels, nuts and bolts, screws, pulleys
• Sets: Goldiblox, LEGO, K’nex, or similar sets
• Anything else you have that could be used to  

create a simple machine

Read through the How Do Robots Move?  handout with                   
the girls. 

Challenge the girls to create as many of these simple 
machines as they can!

Ask the Girls:
• What kind of simple machines were you able to make?
• Did your simple machines work the first time you tried 

them?
• If not, how did you change your design? 
• How might those machines help a robot move? 

ROTATION D: 
ROBOT SENSORS
20 minutes

Supplies:
• 11 Robot Sensors handout  
• Paper bag, 1 per girl
• Snacks: marshmallows, chocolate chips, 

pretzel sticks, cereal, anything else you have 
handy

Prepare snack bags in advance with a small 
amount of one snack item, about 3 pieces is 
enough. Create enough bags for each girl to have 
one snack bag. Have extras snacks left over so 
that girls can have a bit of each kind. 

Ask the Girls:
• What are senses?   
• What senses do you have?  
• What do senses tell us?
• How do robots learn about the world around 

them? 

Read through 11 Robot Sensors handout with 
the girls.

Now that you know all about your senses and 
robot sensors, we are going to test your robot 
sensors. You are each going to receive a Snack 
Bag, you may not look inside! Your job is to figure 
out what snack you have without peeking. 

1. Try smelling your snack. What do you think it 
might be?

2. Try gently shaking the bag and listen to the 
noise it makes. What do you think it might 
be?

3. Reach in to your bag and feel the snack. 
What do you think it might be?

4. Take a piece out and taste it. Now do you 
know what it is?

Finally, allow girls to look in their bags. Were they 
correct?

Give each girl a little bit of the other leftover 
snacks so that they can have a variety.

Ask the Girls:
• What sensors do you and robots share? 
• What sensors do robots have that you do 

not have? 
• How can sensors help robots?



ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
▶ ▶ ▶

ROTATION E: ROBO-JOBS + SKETCH YOUR BOT
20 minutes

Supplies:
• 5 Dull, Dangerous, Dirty Jobs Robots Can Do handout
• 5 Robots Based on Real Animals
• Paper
• Pens, Pencils, and Coloring Supplies 

Robots are made to do things that are too boring, dangerous, or difficult for us. 

Read through 5 Dull, Dangerous, Dirty Jobs Robots Can Do with the girls. 

Biomimicry is when an engineer makes a machine that looks and acts like a human, animal, or plant. 
Can you guess what these robots might do? 

Read the names of the robots on the 5 Robots Based on Real Animals handout. Allow girls to guess 
the job for each, then read the real descriptions.

Ask the Girls:
• What kind of job would you want a robot to do? 
• Do any of these robots need to look like humans or animals?  

Today you get to design and build your very own robot. Take a look at the Robot Building Materials so that you can 
think about what kind of building materials you will have to work with. Then, sketch your design. Make sure you 
think about the job the robot will do, what parts the robot will have, and the types of sensors the robot will have.  

FULL GROUP: BUILD YOUR PROTOTYPE 
20 minutes 

Supplies:
• Robot Building Materials: pick either household, hardware, or sets,                                                                                               

or a combination
• Household: Boxes, cardboard, string, paper tubes, string
• Hardware: scrap wood, wheels, nuts and bolts, screws or nails, pulleys, tools
• Kits: any simple robot building kit
• Anything else you have that could be used to create a robot

• • General Supplies
• Scissors
• Glue
• Tape
• Hole punch 
• Paper 
• Pens, Pencils, and Coloring Supplies 

Now that you have sketched out a plan, you may begin building! Make sure that                                                                       
you use resources wisely and only take what you need. 

If you are up to an extra challenge, try to build a robot that can move! 



EVALUATION

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
▶ ▶ ▶

FULL GROUP: PRESENT YOUR BOT
20 minutes 

Have each girl share a bit about her robot with the group. If the full group 
is too large, girls can break down in to their rotation groups to present.

Ask the Girls:
• Where does your robot work?
• What job does it have? 
• Why should a robot do this job instead of a human? 
• Where are the head, body, and sensors? 
• Did you have any problems while you were designing and building 

your robot? If so, how did you solve them? 

EVALUATION
10 minutes

▶ ▶ ▶
Have all girl attendees complete an evaluation.

HANDOUTSHANDOUTS
▶ ▶ ▶

Activities Handouts:
• 5 Dull, Dangerous, Dirty Jobs Robots Can Do
• 5 Robots Based on Real Animals
• 11 Robot Sensors
• Brownie Robotics Badges Glossary
• Happy Maps Arrow Cards
• How Do Robots Move?
• Product Cards
• STEM Outcomes Survey

Promotional Handouts:
• Flyer
• Social Media Graphic



5 DULL, DANGEROUS, DIRTY 
JOBS ROBOTS CAN DO
5 DULL, DANGEROUS, DIRTY 
JOBS ROBOTS CAN DO
▶ ▶ ▶
What do you do when someone gives you a boring job? 
Or a job where you might get hurt? 
Or a job that’s grimy and dirty? Call a robot!

Here are a few ways robots help people:

1 LIFTING VERY HEAVY OBJECTS. 
It takes a lot of people to lift and move heavy items, like cars or refrigerators. It’s dangerous work for 
people—but not for robots. They can be designed and programmed to lift heavy objects and load 
them on trucks.

2 TIGHTENING ONE SCREW OVER AND OVER AGAIN.
There are robots in factories that put together objects like cars. They do the same job over and over 
again. A person might get tired, grow bored or even get injured, but robots never complain.

3 SPACE EXPLORATION.
Robots can go places where people can’t, like other planets. Robots have traveled to Mars to gather 
samples of the soil and the atmosphere. They don’t need to worry about poisonous gases or freezing 
cold temperatures. Robots can go to far-away planets and explore first. Someday, maybe humans 
will go there, too. 

4 CLEANING SMALL, TIGHT, DANGEROUS SPACES.
Air vents, chimneys, and ducts are small tunnels that allow air and chemicals to move through a 
building. These ducts can get really dirty over time. They need to be cleaned or they could make 
people sick. But who wants to crawl into a tunnel and clean out gunk that could be poisonous? A 
robot, of course! Robots can go into tight spaces and don’t have to worry about getting sick.

5 EXPLORE UNDERWATER.
The ocean is a beautiful, fascinating place, but exploring it can be extremely dangerous for people. 
It’s hard for us to breathe underwater without help, we can’t see without light deep in the ocean, and 
the pressure from the heavy water can be too much for humans. So scientists send robots to the 
bottom of the ocean to explore. Robots don’t need to breathe, can carry their own lights, and the 
pressure doesn’t harm them. They gather samples of the sands on the ocean floor, take pictures of 
the living things, and measure things like temperature and chemicals in the water.

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



5 ROBOTS BASED ON 
REAL ANIMALS
5 ROBOTS CASED ON 
REAL ANIMALS
▶ ▶ ▶
If you’re trying to solve a problem, you may find a clue in nature—
if you look close enough.

Want to fly? Study how birds, bats, and butterflies take to the air. 
Want to make buildings that stay cool? Take a look at how termites 
build their homes.

Robotics engineers have studied animals to come up with some ideas 
about how robots could move. Here are a few examples:

1 JELLYBOTS:
These robots move like jellyfish and blink light codes to each other. 
Because of the robots’ natural movement, they can get close to the real 
animals in the wild and help scientists study them.

2 ROBOTIC ROACH:
This collapsible robot can squish down and crawl into tiny crevices to 
look for damage in buildings or find people trapped in tight spaces.

3 ROBOBEE:
This tiny robot is modeled after flying insects like bees and flies. It was 
designed to zoom and hover over disaster sites and find people who 
need to be rescued.

4 STICKY BOT:
This robot is based on a gecko, a small lizard that is 
an amazing climber. Using the same sort of science 
that allows a real gecko to climb slippery surfaces, 
this robot can climb walls.

5 ROBOFISH:
These robots look like fish and move with fins, They’re built to 
track patches of the ocean pollution or hard-to-find fish.

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



11 ROBOT SENSORS11 ROBOT SENSORS
▶ ▶ ▶
Like your own senses, sensors help robots get information about what’s around them: 
Is the air hot or cold? What kind of sounds can you hear? When you go from one place 
to another, how far have you traveled?

Hundreds of different sensors can be programmed to collect data. Here are examples 
of the kind of information robots gather—and the sensors that help them do it:

1. LIGHT - Like eyes, cameras gather light in through lenses and from images.

2. SOUND - Like ears, these sensors gather sound.

3. TEMPERATURE - These sensors can tell the temperature of the air, water, soil, or  
atmosphere around them.

4. CONTACT - This sensor identifies when a robot bumps into something in order to avoid 
obstacles. When the robot hits something, the sensor triggers the robot to reverse or turn in a 
different direction.

5. DISTANCE - These sensors send out high-pitched sounds or light beams which hit objects 
and bounce back—like an echo. By analyzing the time it takes to bounce back, the sensors can tell 
how far away something is.

6. PRESSURE - These sensors are sensitive to touch and pressure. They are often used in 
robotic hands and help the robot know how hard to hold or grasp an object.

7. TILT - These sensors measures how an object is leaning. Robots that are roaming use this 
sensor—and the information it gathers—to keep from falling over.

8. ACCELERATION - This sensor tells you how fast or slow the robot is moving.

9. MAGNETIC FIELD - These sensors measure the strength of a magnetic field. That can be 
helpful with navigation as well as determining the makeup of a planet’s crust.

10. GAS - These sensors help robots that detect gas leaks. They can measure the amount of a 
specific gas in the air.

11. NAVIGATING/POSITIONING - GPS (Global Positioning Software) is a sensor that 
can help the robot figure out where it’s located.

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



ROBOTICS BADGESROBOTICS BADGES
GLOSSARY FOR BROWNIES

Brownies may not know some of the words used in these badges. Here are definitions you can 
share with them:

A robot is a machine capable of carrying out a complex series of actions automatically, especially a 
machine programmed by a computer.

An algorithm is a list of steps that you can follow to finish a task. A recipe is an example of an 
algorithm; it tells you how to cook a dish by following step-by-step instructions.

Automatic is when a machine works with little or no human control.

A program is an algorithm that has been coded into something that can be run by a machine.

Debugging is finding and fixing problems in your algorithm or program.

Biomimicry is the design and creation of materials or systems that are modeled on how humans 
and other parts of nature, like animals or plants, look and function.

Pollinate is to move or deposit pollen on a plant or flower to allow fertilization.

Engineers are people who solve problems. They’re creative — they use their imaginations to build 
bridges, buildings, planes, and roads. And they’re practical — they invent real things that can be 
used in the real world, like computers, TVs, and phones.

A prototype is a sample when you want to show someone your idea. It could be a drawing or a 
model you make to show what your idea looks like.

© 2016 GSUSA. All right reserved. Not for commercial use. This material is proprietary to GSUSA and may be used, reproduced, distributed exclusively 
by GSUSA staff, councils, Girl Scout volunteers, service units and/or troops solely in connection with Girl Scouting.

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



HAPPY MAPS ARROWSHAPPY MAPS ARROWS

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



HOW DO ROBOTS MOVE?HOW DO ROBOTS MOVE?
▶ ▶ ▶
All robots move by using simple machines. Knowing what simple machines are—and how they 
help robots move—will help you design and build your own robots. Here are examples of simple 
machines:

WHEEL & AXLE:
The wheel turns with the axle, causing 
movement. On a wagon, for example, and open 
box is fastened over the axels. 

PULLEY:
A pulley is a cord that wraps 
around a wheel. The cord is 
used to raise and lower objects. 
The simplest pulley uses one 
wheel. Using a wheel reverses 
the direction of force. That just 
means when you pull down 
on a rope in a pulley it pulls 
up on the other side. Imagine 
a flagpole. You pull down 
on the rope and the flag 
rises up.

INCLINED PLANE:
A flat, slanted surface can help move 
objects across distances and 
up. A common inclined plane 
is a ramp.

WEDGE:
You can use the pointed 
edges of an inclined plane 
to push things apart. When 
you use it this way, it’s a 
wedge. For example, an 
ax blade is a wedge.

SCREW:
A screw is actually just another 
kind of inclined plane. Imagine a 
very skinny inclined plane that’s 
wrapped around a column—that’s 
a screw! A screw can easily be 
turned so that it moves through 
a solid object, such as a block 
of wood. 

LEVER:
A lever is an arm that “pivots” (or turns) against 
a fulcrum (the point or support on which a lever 
pivots). For example, a see-saw is a lever. Levers 
can lift objects (think of a see-saw) or pry things 
apart (think of a claw end of a hammer 
that you use to pry nails loose).

❧ Service Area Event Guide - STEM Robotics



PRODUCT CARDSPRODUCT CARDS
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BOWL OF 
SPAGHETTI

TEDDY BEAR BURRITO

BOOK PHONE PANT

PEANUT BUTTER 
AND JELLY 
SANDWICH

TABLE BIKE

SHOE BACK-PACK YO-YO

GIRL SCOUT 
UNIFORM

JUMP ROPE HULA HOOP



STEM OUTCOMES STEM OUTCOMES
SURVEY

Welcome! This is a survey on your opinions and thoughts about yourself and STEM.
Here are a couple of things to know before you get started:

• STEM stands for science, technology, engineering and math.
• If you do not want to take the survey, you do not have to. However, we hope you will fill out the survey.
• Please read each question carefully and mark the answer that is most like you. 
• This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. We want to know what you really think and feel. So, 

please answer honestly.

Let’s Get Started!! For the following questions, tell us how much each statement is LIKE YOU! If the statement 
describes you very well, choose “Exactly”. If the statement does not describe you very well, choose “Not at all”. If you 
don’t know how to answer, that’s okay. You can select, “I don’t know”. If you don’t understand a question, please ask 
an adult for help.

I am a: 
Daisy Brownie Junior Cadette Senior Ambassador

I had fun at this event: □ Yes   □ No  I learned or did something new at this event: □ Yes   □ No

How much is this like you?
I like to figure out how things work. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I love building things. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I am excited to learn more about science. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I can do most science projects I try. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I am very good at solving problems. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I am very good at coming up with new ideas 
when working on projects. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

When trying to solve a problem...How much is this like you?
I first try to understand what caused it. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I think about different ways to solve it. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know
I gather or consider information from different 
places. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

I think carefully about the information I have 
obtained. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

I try different ways to solve it when I get 
stuck. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

How much do you agree with each statement? 
Thinking like a scientist will help me do well 
in my classes. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

Engineers make the world a better place to 
live. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

Knowing science and technology is important 
for being a good citizen. Exactly A lot Kind of A little Not at all I don’t know

❧ THANK YOU for completing this survey
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Service Area
Published by Girl Scout Volunteer  1 min ago 

Join us for the STEM Robotics Event with Service Area! Daisies, Brownies, and Juniors are you ready to earn 
ALL of your robotics badges!?
For girls in grades: 6-12
Where: Local Community Center
When: Friday, March 21 | 2 - 4 p.m.
Register today!
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